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Alumni Corner 
What Did You Actually Learn In College
Kathleen Larey Lewton ‘70
The Park Place Economist, Volume XXVII
and I would warrant that of many of my classmates, the concept of what we knew and who we were when 
But classroom work in our majors was only one part of what we learned. Electives, the classes we got 
taking Religions of the Orient, after 12 years in Catholic schools in Illinois, I learned that the world was full 
speakers.
Learning didn’t stop at the classroom door, however. The options for involvement were so plentiful. 
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work, whether in class research projects or sorority fundraising or whatever, alongside
people with whom we had little in common. That alone is a career skill worth a year’s
tuition.
• Persuasion.
at standard hours every night, we learned how to make our case with facts and emotions.
how at Wesleyan we managed to have opinions expressed, demonstrations held, without
asked that we poll Student Senate to make sure that there was at least majority support.
efforts, the Action Committee for Peace, complete with a PR committee. Beyond marches,
• Creating consensus. When the issue of Commencement demonstrations arose, a senior
• Being open to the unfamiliar. Taking advantage of what’s there for you on a campus simply
reunions).
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So many things we learned stay with us today. Skills that further our careers, clearly, and skills that 
things that make me who I am. An investment that is truly priceless.
---
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